Chapter 4 Minor

Article 15 (Application and Qualification) ① Students seeking to apply for minor may apply after the major assignment semester, and for the application procedure, the applicant must submit a minor application form between the end of final exam until the course registration correction period, and gain the approval of the President following the approval by the Department Chair, the Division Dean, the Division Dean of the minor to the Dean of Academic Affairs.

② A person who can apply for minor must have completed credits required for completing the applying school year, and must hold a GPA of 2.5 or higher. Provided however, a transfer student may apply for minor by acquiring an academic record of more than one semester of attendance.

③ In consideration of the acceptance ability of the major, the acceptance of minor may be limited by major and the College of Design may hold a practical test. <amended on Oct. 1, 2006> <amended on Jan. 1, 2014>

④ A person who has been approved to undertake the minor must start the minor program after the corresponding semester and may not change the approved minor.

⑤ In principle, the minor shall be freely selected by the student.

⑥ In the event that a person who has been approved for minor fails to acquire the required
minor credits until the graduation semester, the student shall be excluded from the minor course, and the already acquired credits shall be recognized as credits from other majors or as elective credits.

⑦ In the event that the minor applicant seeks to extend the graduation period to complete the minor, the applicant must submit a graduation extension request form upon registering on the corresponding semester and gain the approval from the President.

⑧ The acquired credits on minor undergraduate curriculum or major curriculum acquired voluntarily by the student before applying for the minor shall not be recognized as a minor course.

Article 16 (Minor Course) ① Unless otherwise stipulated, the minor applicant must complete more than 18 credits from major courses that the applicant seeks to pursue as minor.

② If the course completed for minor overlaps with the main major course, only the main major course shall be recognized.

③ If there are courses requiring experiments or practices among minor courses, a predetermined experiment and practice fee may be charged.